The Rain Out!

Read the dialogue below and then answer the questions about the characters point of view.

Sean: Oh no! It's raining outside! They're going to cancel our baseball game today!

Mom: I bet that they will reschedule it. We can find something else to do today.

Jason: Yeah! How about we build a fort in the living room?

Sean: I've been practicing all week for this game! I was going to hit a home run!

Mom: Now you have more time to practice and you can hit two home runs!

Jason: Come on, Sean! Let's go make a fort!

How was Sean feeling about the rain? ____________________________________________

Why did he feel that way? ______________________________________________________

What did Jason want to do since it was raining? _________________________________

Why do you think he suggested that to Sean? _________________________________

Who do we learn the following from? Match the phrase to the correct name:

Is disappointed       Mom
Is trying to help by suggesting activity    Sean
Is encouraging         Jason